English 10 Honors
Ms. Wasnetsky

Girl, Interrupted

Art Meets Literature Writing Assignment
Assignment: 100 points (Writing)
50 points (Presentation for Display)
Directions: Write a polished narrative in which you recount your observations on a
piece of art in connection with your own personal experience. Use Susanna’s
observations in the “Girl, Interrupted” excerpt as a model. Be sure to imitate the way
in which she blends her personal response to Vermeer’s painting with her own life
experience.
Requirements:
 Write a polished narrative focused on one piece of art and connect it to your
personal experience
 Be sure to include descriptive language which focuses on the artwork in your
narrative
 Provide commentary and reflection on the artwork
 Make connections between the art and your personal experience in a creative
and clear way
 Print a color and clear picture of the artwork with the title and artist listed
below (Note: color laser printer available in Computer Lab if you do not have
access to one)
 On a separate sheet of paper, select one passage from your written work that
captures the heart of your piece; Select largest font size for page and include
your name

“Girl Interrupted at Her Music” by Vermeer
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*Based on the NYS ELA ASSESSMENT with modifications .
“Art Meets Literature” Rubric
A response at each level:
5
Controlling
Idea/
Content
Use of
Descriptive
Language

Organization

Language

Conventions

-displays a comprehensive and insightful understanding of the task
-artistically blends the
description and meaning
of the artwork
- extensively utilizes rich descriptive
detail and imagery to
achieve an effect in the
narration
-maintains the focus
established by the controlling idea
-exhibits a logical and
coherent structure through
skillful use of appropriate
devices and transitions
Is stylistically sophisticated, using language that is
precise and engaging with a
notable sense of voice and
awareness of audience.
Demonstrates control
of the conventions with
essentially no errors,
even with sophisticated language.

4
-displays clear and concrete
understanding of the task
-demonstrates a strong effort to artistically blend the
description and meaning of the
artwork
-utilizes rich descriptive
detail and imagery to
achieve an effect in the
narration
-maintains the focus established by the controlling idea
-exhibits a logical sequence
of ideas through use of
appropriate devices and
transitions
Is fluent and original,
with evident awareness of audience and
purpose.

Demonstrates control of
the conventions, exhibiting occasional errors only
when using sophisticated
language.

3
-displays a basic understanding of the task
-demonstrates some effort
to blend the description
and meaning of the artwork in clear narration
-utilizes some descriptive detail and
imagery
-attempted control
is clear
-maintains a clear and
appropriate focus
-exhibits a logical sequence of ideas, but may
lack internal consistency

Is appropriate with
some awareness of
audience and purpose.

Demonstrates partial
control, exhibiting
occasional errors that
do not hinder comprehension.

1=64-55

2
-displays a limited understanding of the task
-provides description
but lacks analysis of
meaning
-utilizes limited
descriptive detail and
imagery

-establishes, but fails to
maintain an appropriate
focus
-exhibits a rudimentary
structure, but may include
inconsistencies or irrelevancies
Uses basic
vocabulary with
little awareness
of audience or
purpose.
Demonstrates
emerging control,
exhibiting occasional errors that
hinder comprehension.

0=0

1

-displays a confused understanding of the task\
-provides minimal description and does not
reflect any interpretation of
the artwork
-lacks descriptive
detail and imagery

-lacks an appropriate
focus, but suggests some
organization, or suggests
a focus, but lacks organization

Uses language that is
imprecise or unsuitable for the audience or
purpose.

Demonstrates a lack
of control, exhibiting
frequent errors that
make comprehension
difficult.
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